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Introduction & Purpose

T

his document was developed as a resource for the individuals, organizations, and agencies
working to build the resilience of our state. In general, it is designed to begin to answer some
tough questions: What strengths and assets are already contributing to Vermont’s resilience?
Where do we have opportunities for action, and which areas should we focus on? Where do we
stand now, and where should we be headed?
In particular, the information that follows is meant
to inform those attending the Resilient Vermont
Solutions Summit, organized by the Institute
for Sustainable Communities and held on May
20–21, 2013. This document draws heavily
from information provided by our stakeholders,
and attempts to provide a brief snapshot of
the current and emerging challenges and
opportunities facing Vermont as we work to
build resilience. We hope this information will
help stakeholders to identify the strategies and
actions we need to take as we prepare for the
changing future.
In 2011, Vermont experienced two disastrous
flood events. In the spring, torrential
thunderstorms caused widespread river flooding
and power outages.1 Due to a combination
of snowfall snowmelt and heavy rains,2 Lake
Champlain reached unprecedented levels Ð
rising to 103.2 feet above mean sea level, 1.3
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feet higher than the previous record.3 On August
28th, Tropical Storm Irene brought intense rains,
between 3 and 7 inches of rain in 24 hours in
most parts of the state,4 causing damage in
223 of Vermont’s 251 municipalities.
These events are extreme examples of what
many Vermonters have already observed: our
weather is changing in dramatic ways. Vermont
is experiencing warmer summers and shorter
winters, and more precipitation is falling more
frequently and intensely. These changing
weather patterns will challenge Vermonterslikely creating more catastrophic weather
events, altering our environment, impacting
our economy, and affecting our communities
in a myriad of ways.
Vermont’s incredible response in the spring and
summer of 2011 and the subsequent recovery
effort have demonstrated many of our greatest
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strengths. We also learned many lessons and
have since taken action in many ways to become
better prepared for future hazards.
The Resilient Vermont Project seeks to build on
all of the great work already underway. Over
the course of 18-months, ISC is engaging key
stakeholders from state and local governments,
businesses and nonprofits to develop a Resilience
Roadmap, a set of practical, prioritized steps to
reduce our vulnerabilities and minimize the risks
to our citizens, our communities, our economy
and our environment. We believe that by building
a shared Roadmap and better aligning our
efforts, we can foster a collaborative approach
that will prove more lasting and impactful.
Ultimately the purpose of this document is
to help decision-makers and stakeholders to
make informed choices as we hold our second
stakeholder convening and move forward in
building the Resilience Roadmap. While we could
not possibly hope to capture all of the activities
going on across the state, we have attempted to
highlight many of the major statewide initiatives
and have selectively included some regional
and local work that may inspire us to think about
what’s possible.
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Foreword on Resilience
Since Tropical Storm Irene, our country has continued to experience more frequent and unusual weather, from catastrophic events like Hurricane
Sandy and droughts in the West to more subtle changes in growing season and precipitation patterns. These changes are driving an increasing
interest in the topic of resilience.
While the term resilience is used in many ways, it’s important to remember that being resilient does not merely mean “battening down the hatches”
or strengthening resistance to harm. It means considering both the risks and opportunities that may emerge in an uncertain future. Even as we
work to prevent catastrophic impacts, we must always be aware of opportunities to benefit from the changing landscape. Our goal should be to
help communities become stronger as well as better prepared.
The Resilient Vermont project has been a terrific opportunity for us to learn about resilience from our neighbors and friends in Vermont where the
concept of a sustainable community began for ISC. We have “taken stock” by reading dozens of reports and talking with hundreds of people
about the lessons from Tropical Storm Irene. This report is our first cut at summarizing some of the key themes that have emerged to stimulate
more ideas and thinking as we work towards the release of a Resilience Road Map this fall.
We welcome more ideas and input.
Thanks for all your advice and help.

George Hamilton
President
Institute for Sustainable Communities
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Resilience:
A Definition for Vermont
T

hrough our meetings and discussions, we have been listening to what our stakeholders
think a resilient Vermont might represent, and the commitments and realizations that

this embodies. At the same time, ISC has had the opportunity to work with communities
around the country and the globe, as they too are thinking about the implications of climate
change and how they can become better adapted to the uncertain future we all face.

Based on these experiences, we put forth the
following definition for consideration:
A resilient Vermont is better prepared for and
able to more effectively manage and bounce
back from natural disasters and climaterelated shocks, and the risks they pose to our
economy, environment and social well-being.
This includes everything from severe floods and
winter storms that damage homes, businesses
and infrastructure to changing seasonal weather
patterns that are transforming our tourism and
farming industries.
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We recognize that actions we take to decrease
our carbon emissions and our dependence on
fossil fuels make us more resilient. Not only do
they reduce Vermont’s contributions to climate
disruption, but they make us stronger in the
long-run and poised to succeed in the 21st
century economy – and beyond.

In addition, we understand that we must be
resilient at every level – from individual residents,
households, businesses and neighborhoods
to the entire community and state. There is a
shared sense of responsibility for resilience at
each level and and across the public, private,
and nonprofit sectors.

A resilient Vermont focuses on both proactively
reducing our vulnerabilities and improving
our response and recovery, to ensure that we
are continually strengthening our resilience.
We understand that resilience is not a final
destination, but an ongoing process. We are
strategic and use the best available data and
information to guide our decisions and inform
our priorities.

Together, we advance this common goal for
resilience, we collaborate to effectively use and
deploy resources, and we build our collective
capacity to take action and become better
adapted to the ever-changing conditions that
we face.
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V

Vermont's Climate Vulnerabilities
ermonters increasingly recognize that climate change is not something that we will experience sometime in the future. It is here now, and
its effects are measurable. Since 1970, the average annual temperatures in the Northeast have increased 2° F and the average winter

temperatures have increased by nearly 4° F.5
A report by the Union of Concerned Scientists
predicts that if greenhouse gas emissions
continue to increase at the current pace, the
climate of Vermont in the summer of 2080 will
be comparable to that of northwest Georgia in
the time period between 1961-1990.6 These
changes will significantly impact Vermont’s
communities, ecosystems and economy in
ways that may be hard to predict.

Our understanding of potential climate impacts
continues to grow as more data is collected and
research is conducted. However, there is general
consensus that our climate is moving toward
shorter, warmer winters, and more precipitation
in the winter, spring and fall. A number of deeper
analyses that are now underway trying to better
understand the likely hazards – and possible
interventions and opportunities – as the climate
changes.
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of severe storm events as warming continues.9
Between March-August 2011, the National
Climatic Data Center reported that Vermont
experienced the wettest period on record.10
Flooding continues to be the most significant
hazard facing Vermont, largely because of
increased precipitation, our land-use patterns,
and the amount of infrastructure located in
floodplains. However, floods do not represent
Vermont’s only climate risk. The 2013 draft of
the National Climate Assessment (NCA) also
points to a number of other risks confronting the
Northeastern United States. More frequent and
intense storms can also be expected to bring
more intense winds and the potential for hail.
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The risk of seasonal drought is expected to
increase in summer and fall as rising temperatures
increase evaporation and we experience earlier
snow melts in the spring.11 As a result of drought,
Vermont may experience water shortages and
increased risk of wildfires. This scenario, where
one impact increases the likelihood of another
is considered to be a “cascading impact.” Not
all of the cascading impacts of climate change
are fully known or understood.
The 2013 draft NCA also predicts increasing
disruptions affecting infrastructure and services
with the potential to impact commerce and
threaten public health and safety in the region.
Rising temperatures in the Northeast and a
greater number of days over 90 degrees are
expected to increase use of air conditioning,
which will burden the region’s electrical grid.
While scientists continue to develop and refine
climate models, what is clearly known is that the
future is highly uncertain. Each model presents
a range of scenarios dependent on factors such
as global climate emissions, the interaction of
different climatic changes, and the rate at which
these changes will occur. Pursuing strategies
that will build our resilience to a wide range of
potential impacts is likely the best approach to
preparing for the uncertainty we face.
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Sources for more information about
Climate Change in Vermont and the
Northeast:
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources,
Climate Change Adaptation White Paper
Series Introduction, 2011
http://www.anr.state.vt.us/
anr/climatechange/Pubs/
VTCCAdaptClimateChangeVTBetts.pdf
US Global Change Research Program,
National Climate Assessment, 2013 Draft
http://ncadac.globalchange.gov/

DURING HEAVY EVENTS, THE AMOUNT OF
12
PRECIPITATION HAS INCREASED

74%
1958 2010
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Taking Stock by Sector

I

n order to better understand the opportunities for action across a range of sectors, the Institute for Sustainable Communities has worked to
compile information from a variety of sources, including existing reports and documents, interviews with more than 30 stakeholders, and input

received at our October 2012 convening. The following section documents our findings in six sectors: Emergency Management, Infrastructure,

Land Use & Communities, Natural Resources, Economy, Human & Social Systems. For each sector, we provide a brief overview of existing
conditions, examples of activities already underway that are building resilience, and a summary of opportunities for action.

Emergency Management
Vermont has existing systems in place to help
us prepare, respond and recover from disasters.
These systems can help reduce the loss of life
and property, an expedient and well-coordinated
response, and ensure that each rebuilding effort
leaves stronger and more resilient.
Between 2007 and 2011, FEMA made 11 disaster
declarations in the state of Vermont, mostly due
to intense precipitation events.13 The increasing
frequency and intensity of these events not only
threaten our lives and livelihoods, but they also
compromise our infrastructure, deplete our
budgets, and stifle Vermont’s economy.

Better understanding of our future hazards
and anticipating the disasters we will face will
help to ensure that these systems are ready
and will serve Vermonters well. As climate
change occurs, we can expect to utilize these
emergency management systems more often.

However, changing climate will not be the only
challenge impacting our emergency management
systems. Vermont’s changing demographics,
changes in technology and budget constraints
at the federal level are all expected to make
Vermont’s emergency management needs
increasingly complex and less predictable.14
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Vermont’s emergency response network is made
up of federal and state agencies, nonprofit
organizations, regional commissions, local
governments, volunteer groups, and individuals.
These various groups work together at all levels
to tackle the four major areas of Emergency
Management: hazard mitigation, preparedness,
response, and recovery.
Hazard Mitigation
This component of emergency management
involves assessing and understanding risks
and vulnerabilities and identifying projects and
strategy to reduce those risks. Hazard mitigation
in Vermont occurs at the state, regional and
local levels.
While the Hazard Mitigation Program provides
an important framework for assessing and
mitigating Vermont’s risks, many stakeholders
point to its challenges. To date, the format of
hazard mitigation plans in Vermont has been
largely driven by FEMA guidelines. In order
to meet FEMA guidelines, many municipalities
produce “cookie-cutter” plans and do not have
strong local buy-in for the identified projects.
Municipal officials report that they can wait
years for FEMA approval.
The primary funding source for implementing
the mitigation projects identified in the plan is
FEMA’s Hazards Mitigation Grants Program.
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Vermont municipalities, agencies and other
organizations are eligible for grants to support
projects such as repair and improvement of
vulnerable infrastructure and buy-outs of homes
that have experienced repetitive flood loss.
Typically, these grants require a 25% match
from local government.
Following Tropical Storm Irene, $30 million was
available for Vermont communities through this
program. However, because of the complexity
of the application process, and limited capacity
and data at the town level, it is expected that
not all of the grant money will be captured.
In the past, Vermont communities have often
lacked the data on previous damages that FEMA
requires in order to be eligible. The program’s
emphasis on prioritizing projects with a history
of damage also limits the extent to which a
community can recognize and address a future
hazardous condition and proactively address
it with these grant funds.
At the statewide level, the Vermont DEMHS is
currently updating the 3-year State Hazards
Mitigation Plan. While this iteration of the plan
is more robust, the tight timeline for completing
the plan limited the level of engagement. Many
stakeholders are looking to the next revision of
the plan as an opportunity to better integrate
emerging climate science and create a more
inclusive engagement process for state, regional
and local entities and organizations.
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Emergency Preparedness
A great deal of emergency management
actually begins before the disaster. Planning
for disaster and for recovery, developing
partnerships, adopting continuity of operations
plans, establishing mutual aid agreements,
and creating plans to meet the emotional and
health care needs of an impacted community
are all components of emergency preparedness.
Emergency preparedness must be developed
at all levels of Vermont society, from individual
households, businesses, and schools to
communities, regions, and the whole state.
There are a variety of ways that local and state
governments help to prepare and ensure quick
and effective response to all hazards that we
are likely to experience. In Vermont, Emergency
Operations Plans (EOPs) are adopted at the
state and local levels Ð these plans include
protocols for how we will operate during an
emergency. DEMHS routinely supports drills
and “tabletop exercises” to practice responding
to different scenarios. Exercises such as this
help ensure a coordinated response and make
sure that roles and responsibilities are clear.
Vermont has a network of 10 local emergency
planning committees, who are helping to support
emergency preparedness at the community
and regional level.
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In 2010, DEMHS coordinated a catastrophic
exercise drill response to a hypothetical tropical
storm affecting New England. This full-scale
exercise involved 750 participants from around
the state, and contributed to a skilled response
during Tropical Storm Irene. There is also an
ongoing training effort to prepare responders
for the possibility of an incident at Vermont
Yankee nuclear power facility. In general, towns
with Emergency Operations Plans and trained
officials fared better responding to Tropical
Storm Irene than those that did not.16
Pre-disaster recovery planning is an often
overlooked aspect of emergency preparedness.17
This has been identified as a priority area
where Vermont can strengthen its preparedness
functions. During the floods of 2011, some
municipalities were not able to respond as quickly
as they would have liked because funds were
not immediately available. Helping Vermont
municipalities identify available resources before
an incident is important, as is having the disaster
managers be clear about how these resources
can and can’t be used. Further development of
mutual aid agreements and partnerships can
help Vermont communities prepare to have the
resources they need to respond more quickly
and effectively in the event of a disaster.
Emergency Response
Emergency response occurs in the days,
weeks, and sometimes months after an incident.
Response functions include care and sheltering
of victims, debris cleanup, initial emotional and
psychological treatment for victims, emergency
and temporary medical care.

8
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During emergencies, the response effort is
coordinated through the State Emergency
Operations Centers (SEOC) located in the
Waterbury Office Complex. There are a great
number of organizations, both public and
nonprofit, that provide emergency response
services. Examples include the Red Cross
operating shelters, VTrans and municipal road
crews addressing road and bridge closures, ANR
providing technical assistance regarding river
management, and emotional support services
for victims, such as the Starting Over Strong
Program. Volunteers and volunteer organizations
were also critical resources to the response
effort following Irene.
Following each disaster, DEMHS is responsible
for producing an “After Actions” Report that
summarizes what occurred and provides
recommendations for improved preparedness
and response. Since Tropical Storm Irene,

recommendations from the After Actions Report
are in the process of being implemented, such
as updates to the State Emergency Operations
Plan.
Disaster Recovery
The recovery period usually begins shortly
after an incident and can go on for a period of
years, depending on the scale of the disaster.
Recovery activities can include rebuilding homes,
businesses and infrastructure, implementing
economic revitalization strategies, and providing
follow up care for mental health impacts.
As is typical, Vermont’s recovery effort was
organized in an “Individual Assistance” Program,
which supported people who were impacted by
the event, and a “Public Assistance” Program
that supported local and state government
in rebuilding infrastructure. The Individual
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Assistance Program was coordinated by the
Agency of Human Services and administered
locally by nine Long-Term Recovery Committees
created in the months following the storm.
There is currently a great deal of work underway
to institutionalize the lessons learned by those
involved in Irene Recovery at every level. This
includes strengthening the recovery functions
within state government, including creating a
new division of Mitigation and Recovery within
DEMHS. The public assistance functions have
now moved from VTrans into this new division.
There is also interest among stakeholders in
creating a standing Individual Assistance Officer.

To learn more:
State of Vermont, Tropical Storm Irene After
Actions Report/ Improvement Plan
http://gmunitedway.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/
ts-irene-aar-ip-2012_0409_final.pdf
Irene Recovery Status Reports
http://www.vtstrong.vermont.gov/RESOURCES/
RecoveryReports.aspx

Among the greatest challenges facing Vermont
as it relates to recovery is how to scale up
staffing and capacity to meet the need during an
emergency. State Agencies, including DEMHS
and ACCD, are now looking at how to create
“standing cadres”of reservists who have been
trained and can step into critical positions when
needed. This can include retired employees,
trained individuals or consultants.
While Vermont succeeded in meeting the
challenges of Tropical Storm Irene and will
come to the second anniversary on August
28th with incredible accomplishments, there is
now an opportunity to institutionalize what was
learned and to ensure that these systems are
ready to serve us well into the future.
PHOTO CREDIT: National Guard, http://www.flickr.com/photos/thenationalguard/6106133990/
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Infrastructure

V

ermont’s communities are supported by a complex web of infrastructure. Roads,
telecommunications lines, water and sewer systems, and power lines all provide vital

services that contribute to our quality of life, support public health and safety, and provide the
foundation for economic development. When these systems are disrupted by natural disasters
and other unexpected events, life in Vermont can be severely impacted.

Resilient infrastructure systems are robust, reliable,
and able to function under stress. A resilient
system offers redundancies or back-up options
and, when disruptions do occur, service can be
restored quickly and effectively. Truly resilient
infrastructure systems are built in a way that keeps
people safe and supports the resilience of our
communities, our economy and our environment.
In this section, we will explore the resilience of
four of Vermont’s largest infrastructure systems:
transportation, electrical, telecommunications
and water.
Transportation Infrastructure
Vermont’s transportation network includes roads,
bridges and culverts; bikeways and paths; railroad
(passenger and freight) and transit service. In

10
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2012, the Vermont Agency of Transportation
(VTrans) produced a climate adaptation white
paper that summarized the potential impacts to
Vermont’s transportation infrastructure.18
Flooding continues to pose the greatest risk to
Vermont’s transportation infrastructure, as was
demonstrated by Tropical Storm Irene. Vermont’s
state highway system alone sustained nearly
$200M in damage, affecting more than 500 miles
of roads and 200 bridges.19,20,21
Like many states, Vermont is challenged to
keep up with the maintenance needs of our
aging infrastructure. A recent report by VTrans
documents identifies a $240M annual shortfall
in Vermont’s transportation budget over the
next 5 years22 Ð this gap can only be expected

to get worse if climate change puts additional
stress on our systems. The financial burden is
already straining local government budgets. In
Vermont; more than 2,884 miles of class 1&2
and 8,531 miles of class 3 roads fall under the
jurisdiction of local governments.23 Following
Tropical Storm Irene, more than $142.7 million in
Public Assistance Grants were provided by FEMA
for the reconstruction of Vermont’s infrastructure.24
As the number of natural disasters increases
around the country, Vermont should not continue
to expect this level of federal support.
To prepare, VTrans is working today to incorporate
resilience into every facet of the Agency. In 2012,
VTrans collaborated with the Agency of Natural
Resources (ANR) to initiate a training program for
agency personnel, municipal transportation staff
and others involved in transportation projects.
The effort is focused on reducing the vulnerability
of transportation infrastructure to flooding, and
restoring flood-damaged infrastructure using
strategies that increase long-term flood resilience.
VTrans is also updating the hydraulics manual
that provides guidance for bridge and culvert
design and drafting a Transportation Resiliency
Plan. This plan will identify high risk transportation
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Vulnerabilities Come in
All Sizes
Culverts Ð in countless locations,
we have undersized culverts that
constrict river channels. In floods,
these can become jammed with
debris and can result in catastrophic
impacts to roads.

PHOTO CREDIT: http://www.flickr.com/photos/jimgreenhill/6108015919/

Miles of Roads Ð we also have
numerous stretches of major
roads and state highways located
immediately adjacent to rivers.
Entire sections of these roads can
be considered highly vulnerable to
flooding and erosion.

PHOTO CREDIT: PSNH, http://www.flickr.com/photos/psnh/3111548395/

facilities and evaluate a menu of measures that
VTrans, ANR, municipalities and others can take
to lessen those risks and build a more resilient
transportation system.
Maintaining a functioning transportation network
is fundamental to the health of our economy.
Currently Vermonters drive an average of 11,500
miles per year, 1,800 miles higher than the
national per capita average.25 The average
working Vermonter commutes 21.5 minutes to
get to work.26 These commuting patterns may
be a significant vulnerability for Vermont in the
future, as the costs of fuel and infrastructure
maintenance continue to rise. In support of
compact development and a more efficient
transportation network, a variety of organizations
are engaged at the state, regional and local levels
to plan and implement compact development
or “smart growth.” Efforts are also underway
to support alternative fuel vehicles and other
transit system improvements that will reduce
greenhouse gas emissions associated with
transportation.
Electrical Grid

PHOTO CREDIT: http://www.flickr.com/photos/jimgreenhill/6119432706/
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Vermont’s homes and businesses are linked by
an electrical grid that provides over 5.5 million
megawatt hours to Vermont customers every year.
There are 17 electrical utility service providers
that own and maintain these lines, all of which
are regulated by the Vermont Department of
Public Service.
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The greatest natural threats to this system are
wind and ice storms. Miles of distribution wires
run in exposed locations Ð as weather has
become more intense in recent years, the service
providers are experiencing more damage and
demand for maintenance. In early 2013, Green
Mountain Power reported utilizing all of its 20122013 storm repair budget by December due
to impacts from Hurricane Sandy and a major
wind storm. The Department of Public Service
is now encouraging utilities to assess their
vulnerabilities as they revise their Integrated
Resource Plans.
One component of a more resilient electrical
grid is having better data with which to make
decisions. Vermont is currently deploying smart
grid technology that improves efficiency, reliability
and communications within the energy system.
There are other emerging technologies that
would improve our ability to sectionalize the
grid Ð allowing one portion of the system to
maintain power while another portion is out.

"The weather events are more freakish
and more frequent than most of us
appreciate," said Mary Powell, of Green
Mountain Power. "It feels like there's no
normal storm event anymore."
– Quoted in the Burlington Free Press,
Feb. 3, 2013
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Vermont’s efforts to expand the use of local,
renewable and distributed sources of power are
another opportunity to build resilience. Not only
can these sources help us to curb our carbon
emissions and meet our energy goals, they can
also be used to create reliable, locally-generated
power. Again, technologies are being developed
that would allow a home or community to use
local power sources when the larger grid is
experiencing an outage or disruption.
Telecommunications
Telecommunications has become an essential
component of modern life. Increasingly, people
rely on the Internet, and computers and smart
phones to communicate, learn, conduct business
and play. Much of our telecommunications
infrastructure runs on the same poles as our
electric power lines, and is vulnerable to the
same forces of nature that disrupt electric power.
In order to function, this telecommunications
infrastructure on poles and cell phone towers
must have access to electric power. Any event
that disrupts electric service to customers has
implications for telecommunications.

12
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Today, for many reasons, large numbers of
customers have dropped landline telephone
service in favor of cell phones. Cellular phone
and data service has become a service that we
depend on, particularly in times of crisis. Cell
phone towers also are dependent on electric
power and are vulnerable to wind and ice
damage.
Telecommunications systems are even more
critical during emergencies, and provide a
way for people to seek assistance and get the
important information they need to make good
decisions. Some telecom providers in Vermont
design their systems with redundancy and
typically make provisions for backup power such
as onsite or portable generators. They also have
flexible emergency response plans that can be
adapted to different types of emergencies. Such
redundancy and planning helps minimize the
time that customers are without service during
an emergency.
Vermont continues to aggressively expand our
telecommunications network and anticipates that
all Vermonters will have broadband by the end of
2013. This expansion will increase the connection

of rural towns and create new economic and
community development opportunities for smaller
towns.
Water Systems
Vermont’s drinking water, wastewater treatment
and stormwater management systems are already
experiencing impacts due to climate change,
particularly the increased precipitation and
flooding. As a result of Tropical Storm Irene, 30
public water supply systems in the state reported
E.coli contamination and 17 wastewater treatment
facilities reported compromised operations.27
For a number of reasons, many of our community
water and wastewater systems are located along
rivers and within flood hazard areas. While it
is highly unlikely that these large facilities will
be moved, there are opportunities to improve
their design and to “harden” the infrastructure
in ways that will make it less vulnerable to flood
damage. There may also be opportunities to
relocate pipes that are currently located in
streams and adjacent floodplains.

INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
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Currently, Vermont has some information about
systems vulnerabilities, but stakeholders
identify a need to have more complete and
comprehensive data. Following 9/11, water
treatment facilities were required to develop
vulnerability assessments, but these do not
focus on flood risk or consider increased stress
that may be placed on systems because of
climate change. ANR is developing plans to
assist municipalities in assessing the flood and
erosion risks facing their drinking water systems,
and identify potential resilience improvements
that could be funded under the State Drinking
Water Revolving Loan and Grant Fund or with
other funding sources.
The presence of infrastructure can be a great
incentive for development and growth in compact
settlements. However, when systems are at or
near capacity, a community’s ability to absorb
growth and development can be limited. The
cost to expand systems can be overwhelming
to customers.
INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

Through the Growth Centers Program, the Agency
of Commerce is working with local governments
and regional planning commissions to better
understand these infrastructure constraints
and support efforts to address this challenge.
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The presence of infrastructure can be a great
incentive for development and growth in
compact settlements. However, when systems
are at or near capacity, a community's ability
to absorb growth and development can be
limited.
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Due to Vermont’s topography Ð mountainous with steep river
valleys Ð our rivers are highly erosive during high flows.
Development located in river corridors is often damaged due
to erosion within the stream channel rather than inundation
by floodwaters.

PHOTO CREDIT: http://www.flickr.com/photos/jimgreenhill/6107987423/

Land Use & Communities

I

n 2013, Vermont’s population is just over 625,000 people living in 251 municipalities. Vermont’s
topography and natural-resource based economy have heavily influenced development patterns

in the state. The majority of homes, buildings and infrastructure can be found along rivers,
lakes and in valley bottoms. This development pattern, more than any other factor, contributes
to our vulnerability to the increased precipitation and flooding we expect as a result of climate
change. Without proactive steps to reduce this vulnerability, Vermont can expect to experience
increasing losses and mounting expenses, from flood hazards, with a large resulting impact on
our residents, communities and the State.
There is a great deal of work underway to
better understand the risks that flooding and
stream channel erosion pose to Vermont
communities. Vermont has long realized that
FEMA flood insurance rate maps (FIRMs) do not
adequately reflect the risks that flooding poses
to our communities and infrastructure. In many
cases, these maps have not been updated since
the 1970s, do not reflect major changes in our
watersheds and do not use the most current
mapping technology. Furthermore, these maps
do not document the areas at risk of erosion.
Prior to Tropical Storm Irene, more than 60% of
flood damages reported in Vermont occurred
outside of mapped floodplains.28
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Since 2003, the ANR has been using a method
for mapping river corridors that provides better
and more accurate information about river
dynamics, identifies potential flooding and
erosion, and helps to identify potential projects
to reduce risk. Act 138, passed by the Vermont
Legislature in 2012, requires that ANR complete
these river corridor maps for all highly sensitive
rivers.
While floods like Irene demonstrate the potential
risk of building within river corridors, data
shows that development continues to occur in
these areas. Currently, Vermont municipalities
are responsible for creating and enforcing

floodplain regulations. Almost 90% of Vermont
municipalities participate in the National Flood
Insurance Program, which sets a minimum
level of regulation.29 This minimum level allows
for development within floodplains and river
corridors which not only puts development in
harm’s way but also reduces the flood storage
in a way that can increase flooding downstream.
Only 17 municipalities in the state have adopted
regulations that are considered stricter than
the minimum.

Percent	
  of	
  Municipali0es	
  that	
  Regulate	
  
Floodplain	
  Development	
  
Regula'ons	
  
protect	
  river	
  
corridors	
  or	
  
ﬂoodplains	
  
17%	
  

Regula'ons	
  meet	
  
FEMA	
  minimum	
  
requirements	
  
70%	
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In 2013, the Vermont Legislature passed
legislation known as H.401 that incorporates
flood resilience into Vermont’s planning statute.
The legislation resulted in a new planning goal
– to encourage flood resilient communities –
as well as the requirement that both municipal
and regional plans include a “flood resilience”
element. This element identifies flood hazard
and fluvial erosion hazard areas, and requires
that policies and strategies be developed to
protect these areas.
While there is strong interest in reducing our
vulnerability to flooding, there is an apparent
conflict in many communities where historic
downtowns and villages are located in these
vulnerable areas. Vermont’s historic villages
and downtowns are among the state’s greatest
assets and are the economic and cultural centers
of our communities. Through Vermont’s land
use statutes and a host of other programs Ð
including the state downtown, village and growth
center designation programs Ð the State has
codified its commitment to supporting the vitality
of these centers. Developing an approach to
flood resilience that recognizes the importance
of these downtown centers is a key challenge
facing Vermont.
In considering the resilience of our landscape,
it is critical to acknowledge that Vermont is
fortunate to still have many natural assets that
can help to reduce flooding risk. Forest cover
and soils, agricultural land and wetlands capture
and absorb rainwater; floodplains provide areas
for flood waters to spread out and slow down;
and vegetation (especially along rivers, streams
and shorelines) helps to stabilize soils and
INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
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prevent erosion. Using these natural assets
and restoring them where they have been lost
should continue to be a key part of Vermont’s
strategy to reduce flood hazards. ANR, the
Lake Champlain Basin Program, the US EPA,
USDA, VT Agency of Agriculture and others,
including local watershed organizations, are
providing grants and technical support to help
support these “green” approaches. They are also
working closely with a number of land trusts in
Vermont to find new ways to utilize conserved
land to support our river management and water
quality goals.
In April 2013, a workshop entitled “Upstream,
Downtown” explored how Vermont communities
might be able to reduce their flood vulnerability
by helping to support flood mitigation projects
upstream, such as floodplain and wetland
restoration, forest conservation, and stormwater
management. The workshop also considered how
we can make rivers a part of our communities
once again – an asset for recreation and
economic development, as well as a natural
force that needs to be accommodated. To do this
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effectively, Vermont will have to find new ways
to improve collaboration between communities
in a watershed.

Developing an approach to flood
resilience that recognizes the
importance of these downtown
centers is a key challenge facing
Vermont.
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Natural Resources

V

ermont is fortunate to have an abundance of natural resources, including diverse forests,
an abundance of water resources, and diverse wildlife. These resources contribute to the

character of the landscape, create Vermont’s sense of place, and form the basis of the tourist
economy.
Climate change is expected to impact
many of these natural systems. ANR is
currently working with a consultant to
explore these impacts in four areas: forests,
fisheries, wildlife and water resources. The
final product will be a Climate Change
Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation
Strategy.
Vermont’s natural resources are among our
greatest assets in regards to resilience.
These systems provide a number of benefits
(sometimes called “ecosystem services”)
that help to make our communities safer
and healthier. There are many such benefits,
but a few examples include forest soils that
capture and absorb rainwater; floodplains
that provide areas for flood waters to spread
out and slow down; and vegetation (including
features such as buffers along rivers and
streams) that help to stabilize soils and
prevent erosion.
To illustrate the value of these ecosystems,
one estimate is that Vermont’s forests remove
more than 75,000 metric tons of carbon
(about as much as produced by 14,000 light
cars) and about 1,610 metric tons of other
pollutants (including carbon monoxide and
ozone) from the atmosphere each year. The
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removal of these pollutants would cost an
estimated $16 million if it was paid for out of
pocket.30
PHOTO CREDIT: Larry Strong,
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lstrong/4755524/

Forests
Over 75% of Vermont is covered by forests.
However, for the first time in 100 years,
Vermont is seeing a loss in the amount
of forest cover due to a decreasing rate
of reforestation and an increased rate of
development.31 In addition, the state is
seeing a loss of large (over 50 acre) forest
parcels. Between 2003 and 2009, the amount
of land in parcels over 50 acres – the size
generally considered to be the minimum for
ecological and economic viability – declined
by about 42,000 acres. In addition, an
increased number of these large parcels
now have dwellings on them: between 2003
and 2009, “parcels comprising about 47,000
acres that previously had no dwellings
now have dwellings.”32 Fragmentation
through subdivision and development can
compromise the resilience benefits that intact
forests provide.
Rich forest soils, which are highly absorbent,
help slow the flow of rainwater to streams;
this helps reduce stream swelling (and thus

downstream flooding) during storm events.
Forests also improve water quality by filtering
water through the soils, and air quality by
sequestering carbon.
Climate change is expected to impact
Vermont’s forests in myriad ways.33 Certain
forest types, such as Spruce-fir forests, are
predicted to be highly vulnerable to warming
temperatures.34 The US Global Change
Research Program predicts that Vermont’s
northern hardwood forests (currently
dominated by sugar maple, yellow birch
and American beech) are likely to be largely
replaced by forest types that prefer warmer,
drier conditions. At high elevation, we are
already seeing changes in the composition
of Vermont’s forests. Higher temperatures are
also expected to favorable to many forest
pests and invasive species. These plant and
insect species are already impacting native
species.

INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
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The potential risks to Vermont’s forests may
also have impacts for Vermont’s economy. It
is estimated that forest-based manufacturing,
recreation and tourism employ approximately
13,000 Vermonters and bring about $1.5
billion to the state every year.35
Water resources
Vermont is also rich in water resources.
Vermont’s water resources provide us
with drinking water (approximately 70% of
Vermonters get their drinking water from a
groundwater source36) as well as irrigation
for agriculture. There are many changes
that climate change can bring to the quality
and availability of our water resources.
More frequent and intense storm events will
increase the speed and volume of water
flowing in streams, for example, which can
cause streams to meander into a new path –
a path that may impact existing development
and agricultural land. Increased precipitation
can also cause water quality problems as
stormwater runs off of impermeable surfaces,
carrying pollutants and sediment into water
bodies. Increased chemical, sediment, and
thermal pollution stress aquatic plants and
animals.
At the October convening and in subsequent
stakeholder discussions, it was widely
agreed that another major factor affecting
Vermont’s water resources is human
encroachment into river corridors and
wetlands. When buildings and other
development are placed in these areas, they
occupy land needed for flood storage during
extreme weather events. In order to protect
buildings and other investments, landowners
INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

often employ stone “rip rap” or floodwall.
These practices impact aquatic health and
long-term river stability.
In recent years, ANR has been working
with landowners, municipalities, watershed
organizations and other agencies to promote
the protection of undeveloped floodplains
and to take advantage of opportunities to
restore floodplains, shorelines and wetlands.
More information about efforts to regulate
these areas can be found in the Land Use
and Communities Section of this document.
Wildlife resources
Wildlife are a critical component of our
natural systems, and high levels of wildlife
diversity (along with plants and other
species) are one indicator of overall system
health. As climate changes, Vermont
species will move due to changing habitat
conditions. As temperature, precipitation
patterns, and forest ecosystems change,
some species are expected to migrate into
Vermont ecosystems, while others may move
out. Some of these changes will be difficult
to predict because of the complex layers of
relationships in natural ecosystems.37
These changes are also important to
note since wildlife contribute to Vermont’s
economic vitality. According to the National
Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and WildlifeAssociated Recreation, as reported by the
Governor’s office, in 2011 wildlife watchers
spent $288.5 million in Vermont, hunters
spent $268.7 million, and anglers spent
$147.2 million.38
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According to ANR, the conservation of
habitat, the protection of wildlife corridors,
and the control of invasive species will be
key strategies to mitigating the impact of
climate change on Vermont’s wildlife.39
Statewide, there are many organization
now looking at mitigation and adaptation
strategies that capitalize on the functions of
natural systems, either by maintaining the
resources in their natural condition, or by
designing projects in ways that mimic nature.
For example, a group of state agency officials
and NGOs is currently working on a strategy
to conserve key areas of river corridors that
can provide natural flood resilience benefits.
In urban areas, the use of low impact
development techniques – such as vegetated
swales, rain barrels, and rain gardens –
reduce the amount of impermeable surfaces
so that water can be absorbed or reused
where it falls.19 In the Mad River Valley, towns
have worked with the Department of Housing
and Community Development on a Smart
Growth Implementation Assistance project,
which has resulted in an approach that
focuses on ways to promote water infiltration
in upland areas, reducing encroachment
into river corridors, and bolster the safety of
existing villages and new development. In
communities throughout Vermont, planning
commissions are discussing planning and
zoning strategies to keep large forest blocks
intact for resilience, wildlife, and economic
benefits.
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Waterbury’s restored train station, home of the
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters Visitor Center.

Economy

V

ermont is the second smallest state by population, with
the smallest state economy in the nation at $26.4 billion.

Vermont’s four largest economic sectors are government, real
estate, manufacturing, and health care/social assistance.
Vermont’s economy has proven to be relatively
stable and subject to less dramatic economic
swings than the nation as a whole. While Vermont
was certainly affected by the recent recession,
the housing market remained relatively stable
and the unemployment rate was 33% lower
than the national average.40
Tropical Storm Irene demonstrated the impact
that a single catastrophic weather event can have
on Vermont’s economy. In fact, the full economic
impact of that event has yet to be realized.
Real property verified losses reported in 2012
to FEMA’s Individuals and households program
showed $25.5 million in verified losses.41 The
Small Business Administration had made $33
million in loans to businesses and individuals
affected by Tropical Storm Irene by late March
2012.42 463 agricultural producers were impacted
by Tropical Storm Irene and an estimated 9,348
acres of land damage occurred as a result.43
It is possible, however, that the slow incremental
effects of climate change will have even greater
impacts on Vermont’s economy than individual
weather events. Major sectors, like recreation
and tourism, agriculture and forestry, have the
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potential to experience significant changes. The
Vermont travel and tourism industry generated
$1.7 billion in direct spending by visitors in
2011.44 Natural resources, such as Lake
Champlain, that draw tourists to the region,
are expected to experience significant changes
due to changing temperatures and precipitation.
Research is underway to determine how these
changes might impact water quality, contribute
to algal growth and alter fish populations.

It is important to recognize that not all climate
impacts will be perceived as negative. Already
we have seen an increase in the growing
season in Vermont by 14 days in the past 4
decades.48 While Vermont’s winter tourism
industry may suffer as temperatures rise and

LAKE CHAMPLAIN
AVERAGE SURFACE LEVEL OF
LAKE CHAMPLAIN
HAS INCREASED BY

Vermont’s agricultural sector is also highly
vulnerable to changing climate conditions. In
2005, it was estimated that the direct and indirect
economic impacts of Vermont agriculture added
up to $2.63 billion.45 The 2013 Draft National
Climate Assessment points to a number of
potential impacts on farmers, including loss of
crops due to extreme weather events, wetter
springs that impact planting season, and the
potential for summer and fall droughts, all of
which may impact harvests and reduce yields.46
Efforts like the UVM “Agricultural Resilience in a
Changing Climate” Initiative are already underway
to support farmers in understanding, preparing,
and adapting to changing conditions.47
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snowfall decreases, it is possible that summer
tourism will grow. Understanding and anticipating
these potential shifts in Vermont’s economic
sectors will be important considerations for
economic development planning. In 2013,
the State of Vermont will be developing its
first Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS). This plan, funded by EDA,
provides an opportunity to integrate climate
change and goals for resilience.
In addition to the impacts that will be felt by
entire sectors of the Vermont economy, climate
change will also continue to impact individual

businesses. Following Tropical Storm Irene,
the Vermont Economic Development Authority
and the Small Business Administration together
approved more than $33.8 million in loans to
impacted businesses.49 More than 75% of
businesses in Vermont are small businesses with
no additional employees beyond the owners and
less than 1% of businesses are considered large
employers with greater than 500 employees.50
The experience of Irene taught us that small
businesses require more targeted assistance
during the recovery. To help provide this support,
a network of organizations came together to
create the Small Business Champions Team.

This group was able to collect better information
about impacts to small businesses and identify
their particular needs in terms of technical and
financial assistance.
One tool to help businesses better prepare for
disasters are continuity of operations plans
which describe how they will act during an
emergency in order to restore their business
functions as quickly as possible. Efforts are
now underway to provide technical assistance
and support for Vermont businesses to develop
continuity of operations plans.

SEASONAL CLIMATE IMPACTS

SEASONAL CLIMATE IMPACTS

Changes to Vermont’s climate may be both negative & positive impacts on our economy. Many of the impacts are uncertain.
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human and Social Systems

T

here’s a growing realization that strong social infrastructure and the ties between people,
neighborhoods, community groups, and businesses are every bit as important as

physical infrastructure in determining the resilience of a state or community.

Tropical Storm Irene confirmed that Vermont’s
small, tight-knit communities and high levels
of citizen participation are among our greatest
assets. Volunteer efforts began immediately and
continue to this day; thousands of volunteer
hours have been logged statewide and millions
of dollars have been donated to help in recovery.
As we build a strategy for resilience, there is
strong interest in making sure that we continue
to build these strong social networks, especially
as Vermont continues to experience growth and
change. Stakeholders recognize that Vermont
is not immune to the forces that are fraying the
social fabric elsewhere and making it harder for
community members to connect, including longer
commutes, fewer community gathering places,
and diminishing participation in community
events.
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"There's always been a big
focus on classic infrastructure
in mitigation."
Alonzo Plough, the director
of emergency preparedness
and response for the County of
Los Angeles, says. "But it's not
just engineering that matters,
it's social capital. And what
this movement is bringing
to the fore is that the social
infrastructure matters, too."
Quoted by Eric Klinenberg in Adaptation,
The New Yorker, January 7, 2013

There are many organizations, far beyond
the organizations that would typically identify
themselves as working on community resilience,
working to build social capital and promote
community engagement in Vermont.
A key component to building more resilient
communities is also supporting the resilience of
individuals. Efforts to support financial stability,
ensure safe and affordable housing, and provide
educational opportunities for Vermonters are all
strengthening our communities and can help
reduce the impacts and costs of future natural
disasters.
Vulnerable Populations
In general, our most vulnerable populations
include the elderly, children, and those with
existing medical conditions. These populations
are expected to be particularly vulnerable to some
climate impacts, such as stress caused from
higher temperatures and increased exposure
to allergens, including pollen and mold.
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During Tropical Storm Irene, many communities
came to understand how essential it is to plan for
and support the needs of Vermonters needing
special equipment in their homes (oxygen,
dialysis, cardiac support) as well as those
who may need emergency medications or
counseling for psychotic episodes. In some
cases, communities had documented these
needs and were able to respond quickly to
provide necessary medication and equipment.
Following Tropical Storm Irene, increased support
for mental health was provided at the community
level, both to help flood-affected families dealing
with loss as well as addressing the needs of
first responders and ongoing recovery workers
dealing with stress and fatigue.
Vermont’s aging population is expected to
impact the types of emergency management
services that are necessary during disasters.
Older Vermonters may require additional support
related to transportation and mobility and may
depend on different sources of information
during emergencies.
Low income people are also particularly
vulnerable to the effects of natural disasters.
Low income households are less likely to have
the resources to prepare or recover from a
disaster, they may not have adequate health or
homeowner’s insurance, and often live in more
vulnerable locations.
Tropical Storm Irene exposed the vulnerability of
many low income Vermonters, in particular those
living in mobile home parks. While mobile home
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represent 7% of Vermont’s housing stock, they
represented 15% of the damaged housing stock
in Tropical Storm Irene.51 According to UVM’s
Mobile Home Park Research Collaborative, more
than 20% of Vermont’s Mobile Home Parks have
at least one lot located within the flood hazard
area.52 Efforts are underway to work with Mobile
Home Park residents and owners to consider a
variety of options for reducing the vulnerabilities
of these communities.
In general, Vermont’s efforts to support safe,
affordable and energy-efficient housing is
part of the long-term strategy to support the
resilience of our households and families.

increase and vector-borne diseases such as
Lyme, West Nile virus and dengue fever could
infect more people.53 We have already started
to see an increase in the number of reported
Lyme infections — from 40 cases in 2000 to
500 in 2011.
This year, the Department of Public Health
received a grant from the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) to identify the most pressing
climate-related health impacts and to develop
strategies and programs to confront them.

In general, Vermont's efforts
to support safe, affordable and
energy-efficient housing is part
of the long-term strategy to
support the resilience of our
households and families.
Public Health
Another component to the resilience of individuals
and communities is physical health. The Vermont
Department of Public Health has already started
to study the potential health impacts that climate
change could have on Vermonters. As we
experience milder winters and warmer, wetter
summers, tick and mosquito populations may
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Opportunities for Action

A

s ISC has worked with stakeholders, reviewed the existing reports and summaries
following Irene, and met with our working groups, we have identified five key areas of

action. Together, we believe these create the basis for a comprehensive approach to resilience.

Below we offer a brief description of each
area and summarize initial findings regarding
opportunities for action.
Collaboration & Governance
There is significant interest from stakeholders
across the board in strengthening collaboration
and finding ways to bring together partners from
the public, private, and nonprofit sectors to work
together toward the shared definition of resilience.
During the response and recovery phase of
Tropical Storm Irene, many new collaborative
efforts were born and proved invaluable to
those who were involved. State agencies
found opportunities to collaborate through
the Irene Recovery Coordination Team, many
local governments pursued new collaboration
with neighboring communities and with their
regional planning commissions, and a host of
nonprofit organizations were able to form strong
collaborative relationships with local and state
government.
In support of resilience, Vermont stakeholders
have the opportunity and expressed desire to
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build on our post-Irene success and continue to
break down silos within government. Stakeholders
have described a layered approach to resilience,
based on networks and collective action, to build
capacity for understanding and managing climate
impacts at all levels, from the household, family,
and enterprise; to the community, region and
state. Structures and mechanisms can be put in
place to provide alignment of policies, programs
and investments; share data and information;
create an appropriate balance between local,
regional and state decision-making authority; and
support smooth coordination and communication
across levels of government.
Specific opportunities to improve collaboration
and governance identified to date include:
• Establish a resilience coordination position
within state government;
• Formalize specific collaboration efforts
between agencies;
• Foster greater collaboration across utilities
and between utilities and government entities
as it relates to infrastructure improvements
and emergency response;

• Continue to strengthen collaboration efforts
between regional planning commissions and
municipalities in order to increase capacity
for emergency management and resiliency
planning; and
• Formalize and increase collaboration
between municipalities by supporting
more mutual aid agreements and more
joint planning efforts, particularly within
watersheds.
Policy and Planning
Vermont has a strong foundation in planning
and policy that supports the identification and
protection of important resources, the promotion
of compact settlements, and the working
landscape. Through the Resilient Vermont Project,
stakeholders are identifying ways to use existing
planning and policy frameworks to achieve
resiliency outcomes. In some cases, we have
identified potential policy gaps and opportunities
to directly address key vulnerabilities through
new or modified regulation.
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Specific opportunities to integrate resilience into
policy and planning identified to date include:
• Better integrate hazard mitigation, land use,
and river corridor planning;
• Develop and enforce consistent regulation
for the protection of undeveloped floodplain;
• Provide additional financial or regulatory
incentives for compact development in
safe locations;
• Create a mechanism that enables compact
communities to work cooperatively with
upstream communities to implement flood
mitigation projects; and
• Integrate climate change impacts and
resilience considerations into the Vermont
Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy.
Investment and Capital Improvement
By making wise investments and appropriate
capital improvements, Vermont can take action
to reduce risk to our communities and increase
the safety and reliability of our infrastructure. With
good information and tools to guide our decisionmaking, Vermont can identify priority investments
that reduce risks to homes, businesses, and
infrastructure.
Improving our infrastructure to ensure that it
serves us well into the future, is likely to require
significant investment. In many cases, Vermont
may be able to utilize existing funding streams to
achieve resiliency outcomes. However, Vermont
will also need to work cooperatively with public,
private and nonprofit partners to identify new
funding and financing mechanisms and prepare
for the likely scenario of reduced federal funds.
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Specific opportunities for investment and capital
improvement to advance resiliency identified
to date include:
• Identify and implement appropriate
adaptation practices to create more robust
and resilient infrastructure systems;
• Continue work with the land trust community
to find opportunities to integrate resilience
into conservation projects and explore
options for accessing additional funds to
support these projects;
• Continue to support the buy-out of vulnerable
properties and the restoration or protection of
floodplain (consider establishing a dedicated
in-state funding source to support these
activities); and
• Continue to invest in projects that will reduce
risk to vulnerable populations.
Education, Training and Technical Assistance
Building the resilience of our state will require new
skills, knowledge and understanding. From the
general public to elected officials and decisionmakers, stakeholders have identified a variety
of needs related to education, training and
technical assistance. Prioritizing these needs
and engaging a variety of partner organizations
will be key to effectively building capacity.
Specific opportunities to improve education,
training and technical assistance identified to
date include:
• Increase awareness and understanding of
river science among all Vermonters
• Increase awareness of climate projections
and potential implications among all
Vermonters
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• Provide targeted education and training
regarding river science to public officials
and government staff at the local, regional
and state levels
• Provide targeted education and training
regarding emergency operations and
incident command structure to public officials
and government staff at the local, regional
and state levels
• Provide additional technical assistance
and capacity building to local governments
regarding floodplain regulation, green
infrastructure and flood hazard mitigation.
Data, Inventory and Assessment to Guide
Decision-Making
Data and information, shared and made widely
available in user-friendly formats, will be critical
to guiding decisions and prioritization. Vermont
can become clearer about specific risks and
vulnerabilities by better utilizing existing data
and resources, and supplementing it with new
data when needed.
There are already many sources of good data
and information and many new studies underway
in Vermont and neighboring states. Wherever
possible, we should use existing data sets,
analyzed in new ways, to provide a sharper
view of our challenges and opportunities.
Stakeholders have also identified unmet data
needs and recognize that we will need to work
together to acquire resources or expertise to
fulfill these needs.
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Specific opportunities to improve data, inventory and assessment to
guide decision-making identified to date include:
• Continuing to work with universities and researchers to access
and incorporate the best available climate information, including
downscaled data and Vermont and region-specific projections.
• Collaborate across the state and the northeast region to share data
and information regarding climate change and related risks.
• Create a sustained river corridor mapping program that provides
accurate and up-to-date maps reflecting our vulnerabilities in a way
that can support better land use, transportation, hazard mitigation,
economic development and watershed planning.
• Complete vulnerability assessments for critical infrastructure and
facilities to help inform prioritization

PHOTO CREDIT: Brent Danley
http://www.flickr.com/photos/brentdanley/2728734977/
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